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Abstract
Trustmecoin($TMC) is a Token Project that bridges the gap
between developer fundraising exploits and community fund
providers. The project aims to address the 'blockchain
trilema' that limits many blockchains, including Ethereum.
Using multi-chain technology, $TMC supports EVM-based
blockchain.
Equalize the position by allowing developers or teams of
developers to launch their projects on the $TMC platform
and collect $MATIC, or other Cryptocurrencies supported by
the platform.
$TMC offers P2P lending and staking to the wider community
in an effort to improve the economy towards globalization,
where P2P lending and staking will greatly assist consumers
in their business development efforts. With the provision
of P2P Token financing Some tokens can be held or
participate in the staking program and benefit in the
repayment of the financing.

dan tanpa tier pertama di rantai Polygon.
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1. ABOUT TRUSTME
1.1 WHAT IS TRUSTMECOIN ($TMC)
TRUSTMECOIN is the Community and Investor Token
decentralized trading protocol, empowering traders,
liquidity providers & developers to participate in an
open financial marketplace with no barriers to entry.
No one needs permission to use the opensource $TMC
Protocol. Besides , $TMC is a decentralized token
platform powered by the PMM (Proactive Market Maker)
algorithm. It features highly capitalefficient
liquidity pools that support single-token provision,
reduce impermanent loss, and minimize slippage for
traders. $TMC is a next-generation on-chain liquidity
provider, PMM to provide pure onchain and contractfillable liquidity for everyone. The trading platform
also offers SmartTrade, a decentralized liquidity
aggregation service that routes to and compares
various liquidity sources to quote the optimal prices
between any two tokens. In addition, $TMC removed all
roadblocks hindering liquidity pool creation for the
issuance of new assets - asset ratios, liquidity
depths, fee rates, and other parameters can all be
freely customized and configured in real-time. Based
on
this
breakthrough,
$TMC
has
developed
Crowdpooling, a permissionless, equal opportunity
liquidity offering mechanic, as well as customizable
technical solutions geared towards professional onchain market makers.

1.2 Why TRUSTME TOKEN
The Proactive Market Making (PMM) algorithm was
developed entirely in-house and is an elegant, onchain generalization of orderbook trading. It is

adapted and optimized for operations on the
blockchain and has proven itself to be highly
performant and capital efficient (as its high
volume/TVL ratio can attest) with many innovative,
flexible use cases in market making. $TMC provides
the ability to issue new assets at the lowest cost
and create highly liquid capital pools through
Crowdpooling. There are no restrictions on the
initial price nor the ratio of funds and tokens
supplied.
$TMC
supports
efficient
onchain
professional market making. Any project owner, market
maker, or retail investor can comprehensively control
and execute their market making strategies in an
efficient, flexible manner, by adjusting parameters
such as market mid-price, liquidity depth, and
spread. This liquidity on $TMC can also be shared and
is composable with other on-chain smart contracts.
$TMC is both a DEX and an aggregator; It has its own
liquidity pools and also supports trading between any
two tokens available on the market The $TMC token
economics model introduces a membership system and a
fee sharing mechanism. In addition to its governance
functions, $TMC gives holders trading fee discounts
and IDO participation allocations. The system’s $TMC
proof-of-membership tokens entitle holders to trading
fee dividends and membership rewards, as well as the
$TMC holder benefits.

1.3 PROBLEM
Today, almost all financial services are run by banks.
Investments, for example, by definition, is the use
of capital to earn more capital. Investors use a bank
to put their money into interest or dividend-making
instruments in order to grow their wealth. The
problems with financial services are increasingly
becoming obvious to everyone: compounded costs due to

middle(wo)men, slow transactions, delays for crossborder transactions, and inaccessibility to many
sectors of the population. A myriad of fintech
solutions have been brought in to improve the system,
but fundamentally the underlying banking system is
still in control, so fintech has brought only limited
improvements.
Cryptocurrency
and
Decentralized
Finance ($TMC) offer a way to start with a new system,
circumventing the difficulties faced in changing the
finance industry. While crypto has attracted billions
in investments, decentralized financial services are
lagging.
When
it
comes
to
investment
in
cryptocurrency, crypto investors can buy and sell,
but that’s it. The cryptocurrency itself cannot be
invested in the same way fiat currency can be. Initial
attempts to create peer-to-peer lending and asset
tokenization so far have proven partial and
unreliable, so investors have extremely limited
options when it comes to an investment of their
cryptoassets. The potential is enormous to provide
financial services in crypto, the same way they are
offered in fiat currency.

The last few years we've seen many blockchain
projects emerge with diverse visions and
ambitions. Blockchain projects are based on
three core aspects: decentralization, security,
and scalability..
Decentralization: Redundancy in a network that ensures
some entities
do not concentrate their power on
controlling the network.
Security: The ability to protect data stored on the
blockchain from
various attacks. It also means
blockchain defense against double spending.

Scalability: blockchain capabilities accommodate high
transaction volumes without faltering by increasing
transaction costs and times.
However, many blockchain projects face something Ethereum
co-founder Vitalik Buterin calls the "Trilema Blockchain" –
the inability of blockchain to meet all three of the most
important concepts of decentralization, security, and
scalability. Discuss the challenges developers face in
creating a fully decentralized, secure, and scalable
blockchain at once, without sacrificing any aspects. Thus,
developers are forced to make sacrifices by
releasing one aspect, so as not to be able to
achieve all three simultaneously. For example, a
highly decentralized and secure blockchain must
compromise in its scalability ambitions.
For many industry players, overcoming the
blockchain trilema is impossible, at least in the
near future. This raises many issues related to
data privacy, network congestion, transaction
fees, ease of use, and ease of integration into
traditional services. The impact is a limited
community of builders within the blockchain
ecosystem.

1.4 SOLUTION
TRUSTMECOIN is designed for Community and
investors in the cryptocurrency market who are
looking to make their cryptocurrency work just
like any other form of capital, such that they
can ensure a return on investment in any market.
$TMC
is
a
dedicated
non-Turing-complete
blockchain,
designed
specifically
for
the
decentralized finance ($TMC) industry. $TMC
provides full functionality for this specific
segment of the DLT community, sacrificing other
types of functionality for simplicity, rapid
throughput, and security.

1.5 VISION AND MISSION
In Addition to its Function as a Digital Currency,
TRUSTMECOIN ($TMC) also Provides Several Options
Government Programs to built and helping system
payment global Decentralization Services that
Have Clear VISION & MISSION Become a P2P coin
lending for the wider community in an effort to
improve the economy towards globalization P2P
lending will greatly assist consumers in their
efforts to develop their businesses. With the
provision of P2P Coin financing, some coins can
be held or participate in the staking program and
benefit from the repayment of the financing.

2.

TECHNICAL INFO

TRUSTMECOIN
create
by
Base
Technology
of
PolygonChain (ERC20). To empowering traders,
liquidity providers & developers to participate in
an open financial marketplace with no barriers to
entry.

2.1 BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK
Polygon is a protocol and a framework for building
and connecting Ethereum-compatible blockchain
networks.
Aggregating
scalable
solutions
on
Ethereum
supporting
a
multi-chain
Ethereum
ecosystem.
Polygon combines the best of Ethereum and sovereign
blockchains into a full-fledged multi-chain system.
Polygon solves pain points associated with
Blockchains, like high gas fees and slow speeds,
without sacrificing on security. This multi-chain
system is akin to other ones such as Polkadot,
Cosmos, Avalanche etc, but with at least three major
upsides:
It is able to fully benefit from Ethereum’s network
effects
It is inherently more secure
It is more open and powerful

2.2 SPECIFICATION

Name
TOKEN Symbol
Network
Spec
Source Code
Decimal
Supply

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

TRUSTMECOIN
TMC
POLYGON
ERC-20
SOLIDITY
9
30.000.000 $TMC

Smart Contract:
0xfd1d6c5033078f25d7e2a00ab97840f4a5a
4fe58
Explorer

:

https://polygonscan.com/token/0xfd1
d6c5033078f25d7e2a00ab97840f4a5a4fe
58

3.1 TOKEN DEVELOPMENT
TRUSTME create by Polygon Token Contract

3.2 WEBSITE
Official website TRUSTME TOKEN is :
https://trustmeproject.tech

POWER OF CHARITY
Social programs are very important for us to
think about and pay attention to because with
charity programs we will provide benefits and
assistance to people who need help from the
community we built together.

Power of Community
The community is the most important part in building
a cryptocurrency or digital asset, a loyal community
and understanding of trading knowledge will make
prices stable and even soar in a digital asset trade.

Stay update
https://github.com/trustmeproject

https://twitter.com/projecttrustme

https://trustmeproject.medium.com/

https://t.me/trustmeofficial

